As You Settle In…
Reflect and Discuss

Introduce yourself to someone nearby. Ask them:

How did you get to your current role?

What skills and abilities got you there?
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Agnes Scott College’s SUMMIT (introduced 2015-16) reinvents liberal arts education for the 21st century by preparing every student to be an effective change agent in a global society.

- **Global Learning** and **Leadership Development**
- Curricular and Co-curricular
- Additions to the general education program/advising model
  - Core courses in global learning and leadership development (first year)
  - Specializations in global or leadership (2nd/3rd years)
  - Capstone course/digital portfolio (senior year)
- SUMMIT advisors from first year; board of advisors at upper levels
Opportunities and Challenges

Opportunities
- Contributing to College-wide Initiatives
- Innovating Teaching/Learning
- Collaborating with Colleagues
- Honoring Personal Motivations

Challenges
- Feeling Prepared for Leadership
- Determining Effectiveness
- Defining Hybrid Roles
- Knowing When and How to Reach Out
- Balancing Time and Energy with Compensation
Positioning Mid-Level Leaders for Success

Manage Expectations
  • Establish clear priorities and timelines
  • Make it clear what your duties are; repeat often
  • Remember relationships matter

- Identify information needs
- Collect, analyze, interpret, and report data and information
- Plan and evaluate
- Serve as stewards of data and information
- Educate information producers, users, and consumers
Positioning Mid-Level Leaders for Success

Systems Approach

• Resist the urge to dive in to the day-to-day
• Focus on building and fixing systems, not people
• Combine workshops, programs, professional development with changes to structures that impact success
Positioning Mid-Level Leaders for Success

Articulate your needs
- Utilize supervisor as advocate
- Communicate your work broadly
- Balance institutional aspirations and available resources
Question: Think back to the time when you were first appointed to your position…

How has your position changed since then?

How was the decision made to change your role?

Were changes accompanied by adequate supports?
Professional Development

How do you know what you need to know to lead from the middle?

How do you challenge yourself to identify your professional development blind spots?
Getting in a groove, not a rut
Closing Questions

What are some of the best aspects of leading from the middle? (Why do you like what you do?)

What do you think the people above and below you need to understand better about your role/work?
Guiding Issues:

- What are the challenges and opportunities inherent in mid-level leadership?
- What are strategies for building relationships, managing conflict, negotiating change and empowering others?
- What can senior leaders do to support mid-level leaders?

Reflect and Discuss:

How did you get to your current role? What skills and abilities got you there?

What does professional development look like in your role? What skills, abilities and knowledge do you need or want to develop (where are your “growing edges”)?
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